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Graduating Class of 2012 Demographics
*Based on 61 MDIV/MACM/DMIN Graduates

Female: 27 (44%)
Male: 34 (56%)

Black or African-American: 24 (39%)
White: 35 (57%)
Other: 2 (3%)

Length of Completion
*Based on 57 MDIV/MACM Graduates

2 to < 3 years: 0 MDIV, 2 MACM
3 to < 4 years: 25 MDIV, 1 MACM
4 to < 5 years: 15 MDIV, 2 MACM
5 to < to 6 years: 4 MDIV, 2 MACM
6+ years: 6 MDIV

Placement within one year after graduation
*Based on 61 MDIV/MACM/DMIN Graduates

• Not placed/not placed in ministry or ministry related fields: 9 (15%)
• Unknown: 7 (12%)
• Placed in ministry/ministry related fields or further graduate work: 44 (73%)